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Worthy Women Ministries provides an environment where Christ-centered

relationships can flourish through vulnerability and authenticity as we encourage one
another to discover our worth, identity, and purpose in Jesus Christ.
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CALLED TO MENTOR THE
NEXT GENERATION OF

WOMEN

God has given us the desire to pour into
the next generation. It is God who has
given us this command to “go and
make disciples.” 

Being called to pour into the women
around you is a great calling, It is
precisely what God asked us to do with
the great commission. Can you imagine
communities filled with women on fire
for the Lord? Women who are learning
to discern the voice of God? Can you
imagine how that would impact the
divorce rates, poverty rates, and pour
into the children in their generations?
God's ways are perfect and our 12-
month mentoring model is structured
to steward relationships where women
can feel safe to be vulnerable and
authentic about their daily struggles. 

As a mentor, you will be Sheppard your
mentee to encounter God's presence
and instruction through vulnerability
and authenticity. The gift in return is
both mentors and mentees are
promised to experience the healing
power of Jehovah Rapha.

Matthew 28:19-20: “Go therefore
and make disciples of all the
nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit, teaching
them to observe all that I
commanded you; and lo, I am
with you always, even to the end
of the age.”

 Titus 2:3-5: "Likewise, teach the
older women to be reverent in
the way they live, not to be
slanderers or addicted to much
wine, but to teach what is good.
Then they can urge the younger
women to love their husbands
and children, to be self-
controlled and pure, to be busy
at home, to be kind, and to be
subject to their husbands, so
that no one will malign the word
of God.

James 5:16: "Therefore, confess
your sins to one another, and
pray for one another so that you
may be healed. A prayer of a
righteous person, when it is
brought about, can accomplish
much."
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The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me,
Because the Lord anointed me To bring
good news to the humble; He has sent
me to bind up the brokenhearted, To
proclaim release to captives And
freedom to prisoners; Isaiah 61:1-4

But if we walk in the light, as he is in the
light, we have fellowship with one
another, and the blood of Jesus, his
Son, purifies us from all sin. If we claim
to be without sin, we deceive ourselves
and the truth is not in us. 1 John 1:7-8

Many are the plans in a person's heart,
but it is the LORD's purpose that
prevails. Proverbs 19:21

We 
 women with Christ-centered
resources in the community.

We 
women to discover their worth,
identity, and purpose in Jesus
Christ.

We 
environments where women feel
safe to be vulnerable and
authentic.

We 
opportunities for women to grow
in their purpose.

Instead, speaking the truth in love, we
will grow to become in every respect
the mature body of him who is the
head, that is, Christ. From him the
whole body, joined and held together
by every supporting ligament, grows
and builds itself up in love, as each part
does its work. Ephesians 4:15-16

Provide Guide

Create

Cultivate
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Love - Listen - Facilitate - Advocate
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There really is no specific training
needed to be a Worthy Women
Ministries mentor. Your training has
come from the life lessons –
sometimes hard life lessons – that have
gotten you to where you are. Your
experiences, especially your mistakes,
are what have trained you to be a
mentor. Being vulnerable and authentic
about your life experiences with your
mentee is the most important pathway
to see your mentee grow.

Scripture tells us that if we do not have
love, we have nothing. We are just a
clanging cymbal to those around us.
Anchoring your guidance in love is
necessary for mentees to receive the
wisdom you are trying to bestow to
them. One of the best ways to show
love to your mentee is to ask open-
ended questions about where they are
in life and listen. Listen - listen - listen.
Most mentees want to feel heard and
known before they can begin to trust
the guidance of a mentor. Consistency
is also key to building that trusting
relationship. Once trust is built, mentors
can facilitate mentees learning to hear
the voice of the Holy Spirit.

WE DON'T WALK
THROUGH LIFE ALONE

Love - Listen - Facilitate - Advocate
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As a mentor of Worthy Women
Ministries, you have access to a wide
range of community resources through
our Directors. During monthly mentor
meetings, you will get to advocate for
your mentee's greatest needs and put
the directors in motion to find
resources to fill those needs. You can
think of the Directors of the ministry as
your covering, your behind-the-scenes
support as a mentor. Mentors also have
access to the ministry's prayer team.
Sometimes when we are pouring out,
we can find ourselves overwhelmed or
tired. You can request to be assigned a
personal prayer partner to help keep
you strengthened as you walk with
your mentee.

Advocating for your mentee

Our mentor tools will guide you on
focus areas to grow spiritually for 12
weeks. Meeting with mentors for an
hour each week creates a consistent
relationship between you and your
mentee. We suggest that when you
begin your mentoring relationship, you
pick a date and time during the week to
meet and stick with that same date and
time consistently. Setting clear
expectations of timeliness and
attendance is an important standard to
facilitate ongoing growth in your
mentee's life. Keeping structure and
focus each week will also help
meetings be fruitful. 

Meeting weekly with mentors



Confidentiality is a huge part of
creating spaces where women can
feel safe to be vulnerable and
authentic. Each mentor will sign a
confidentiality agreement and keep
what is said in all meetings private
in order to foster that safe
environment. During supervision
meetings, mentors will not identify
their mentee's name when
discussing progress or needs.
Mentors have access to ministry
Directors if there is a concern that
needs to be discussed outside of
supervision meetings.

Confidentiality
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Supervision
Mentor supervision meetings are
set up to make it easy for you to

connect with Directing staff at
Worthy Women Ministries. Meeting

are held via zoom on the first
wednesday of every month at 7PM

(EST). This is when mentors are
able to advocate for mentees

needs, access resources through
directors in the ministry, and

update the ministry on the progress
of your mentee. 
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Mentors are connected in our online community where they have access to tools,
training, support, and resources.

Our printable 12-week mentoring guide is available for all
mentors once they have successfully registered through
our website as a mentor. 

12 WEEK MENTORING GUIDE

For $5.00 a month, you can support the work of our
ministry and receive access to our leadership community.
Interact and grow with other women in leadership and
gain access to teaching and tools from our CEO, Mikhael
Armao. 

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP COMMUNITY

Directors keep an updated community directory for
mentors to access through our online community. This
directory will help you quickly find solutions for your
mentees as they overcome mental, physical, and financial
obstacles they may face. 

COMMUNITY RESOURCE DIRECTORY

WWW.WORTHYWOMENMINISTRY.ORG

WWW.PATREON.COM/MIKHAELARMAO

RECEIVE IN EMAIL AFTER SIGN-UP
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THANK YOU!
We just want to say thank you for serving women online
and in the community as a mentor. We can't wait to hear

how God has used you to bring hope and healing to
women around the world. 

 
For questions and support, email us at

info@worthywomenministry.org


